EQUITATION

Minnesota Pinto 2017
YA 14-18, AM 19+
Equitation Pattern #1

A
1. Be Ready at A; pick up a left lead canter
2. Execute a three-loop serpentine at the canter, performing a
simple or flying lead change for each loop
3. Break to a sitting trot, and trot a left-hand circle
4. Halt; perform a 90O forehand turn to the left
5. Pick up a trot on the right diagonal, and trot down center,
performing a change of diagonal for every four complete strides
6. Once even with A, halt; back two horse lengths
7. Walk until even with A; pattern is complete

Minnesota Pinto 2017
YA 13&U, All Novice
Equitation Pattern #1

A
1. Be Ready at A; pick up a left lead canter
2. Execute a three-loop serpentine at the canter, performing a simple or
flying lead change for each loop
3. Break to a sitting trot, and trot a left-hand circle
4. Halt; perform a 90O forehand turn to the left
5. Pick up a trot on the right diagonal, and trot down center; perform a
change of diagonal when halfway back to A
6. Once even with A, halt; back one horse length
7. Walk until even with A, pattern is complete

Minnesota Pinto 2017
YA Walk/Trot
Equitation Pattern #1

A

1. Be Ready at A; pick up a trot on the right diagonal
2. Execute a three-loop serpentine at the trot, performing a change
in diagonal for each loop
3. Halt; perform a 90O forehand turn to the left
4. Pick up a sitting trot, and trot down center
5. Once even with A, halt; back one horse length
6. Walk until even with A, pattern is complete

Minnesota Pinto 2017
YA 14-18, AM 19+
Equitation Pattern #2

A

1. Be Ready at A; pick up a sitting trot to center as shown
2. At center, pick up a posting trot on the right diagonal
3. Once across the arena, pick up a left lead canter and canter an
arch as shown
4. Once you round the second corner of the arch, extend the canter
across the arena until even with A as shown
5. When even with A, break to a trot on the right diagonal and trot a
corner and continue straight on the side of the arena as shown
6. Halt and back one horse length; perform a 180O pivot
7. Walk until even with A; pattern is complete

Minnesota Pinto 2017
YA 13&U, All Novice
Equitation Pattern #2

A

1. Be Ready at A; pick up a sitting trot to center as shown
2. At center, pick up a posting trot on the right diagonal
3. Once across the arena, pick up a left lead canter and canter an
arch as shown
4. Continue around the second corner and canter across the arena
diagonally as shown
5. When even with A, break to a trot on the right diagonal and trot a
corner and continue straight on the side of the arena as shown
6. Halt and back one horse length; perform a 180O pivot
7. Walk until even with A; pattern is complete

Minnesota Pinto 2017
YA Walk/Trot
Equitation Pattern #2

A

1. Be Ready at A; pick up a sitting trot and continue diagonally across
the arena as shown
2. Pick up a posting trot on the right diagonal and trot around the
corner and in an arch across the arena
3. Switch diagonals after the second corner as shown
4. Continue across the arena diagonally
5. When even with A, switch diagonals and continue through a third
corner and straight on the side of the arena as shown
6. Halt and back one horse length; perform a 180O pivot
7. Walk until even with A; pattern is complete

Minnesota Pinto 2017
YA 14-18, AM 19+
Equitation Pattern #3

A

1. Be Ready at A; pick up a posting trot on the right diagonal
2. Around the curve, switch diagonals as shown
3. Break to a walk without losing forward motion; walk until even
with A
4. Pick up a right lead canter and canter a loop as shown
5. At the top of the loop, perform a simple or flying lead change
6. Continue cantering for a second loop and in an arch as shown
7. Halt and drop your irons
8. Pick up a posting trot on the right diagonal
9. Halfway to A, break to a sitting trot until even with A
10. At A, halt and pick up irons; back one horse length
11. Exit at a sitting trot

Minnesota Pinto 2017
YA 13&U, All Novice
Equitation Pattern #3

A

A

A
1. Be Ready at A; pick up a posting trot on the right diagonal
2. Around the curve, switch diagonals as shown
3. Break to a walk without losing forward motion; walk until even
with A
4. Pick up a right lead canter and canter a loop as shown
5. At the top of the loop, perform a simple or flying lead change
6. Continue cantering for a second loop and in an arch as shown
7. After arch, break to a posting trot on the right diagonal
8. Halfway to A, break to a sitting trot until even with A
9. At A, halt and back one horse length
10. Exit at a sitting trot

Minnesota Pinto 2017
YA Walk/Trot
Equitation Pattern #3

A
A

1. Be Ready at A; pick up a posting trot on the right diagonal
2. Around the curve, switch diagonals as shown
3. Break to a walk without losing forward motion; walk until even
with A
4. Pick up a posting trot on the left diagonal and trot a loop
5. At the top of the loop, perform a change in diagonal and trot
another loop
6. Continue trotting a large arch across the arena as shown
7. After arch, slow to a sitting trot until even with A
8. At A, halt and back one horse length
9. Exit at a sitting trot

Minnesota Pinto 2017
YA 14-18, AM 19+
Equitation Pattern #4

A

1. Be Ready at A; back two horse lengths
2. Pick up a walk, and walk until passed A
3. Halt and perform a 270O right forehand turn
4. Pick up a posting trot on the correct diagonal and trot two loops as shown
5. Switch diagonals after the second loop
6. At center, pick up a right lead canter and canter a loop
7. Perform a simple or flying lead change and canter a loop as shown
8. After the second loop, halt and drop irons
9. Pick up a sitting trot and continue around the corner as shown
10. Pattern is complete when even with A

Minnesota Pinto 2017
YA 13&U, All Novice
Equitation Pattern #4

A

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Be Ready at A; back one horse length
Pick up a walk, and walk until passed A
Once passed A, halt and perform a 270O right forehand turn
Pick up a posting trot on the correct diagonal and trot two loops as shown
Switch diagonals after the second loop
At center, pick up a right lead canter and canter a two loop serpentine as
shown
7. After the second loop, halt and drop irons
8. Pick up a sitting trot and continue around the corner as shown
9. Pattern is complete when even with A

Minnesota Pinto 2017
YA Walk/Trot
Equitation Pattern #4

A

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Be Ready at A; back one horse length
Pick up a walk, and walk until passed A
Once passed A, halt and perform a 90O left forehand turn
Pick up a posting trot on the correct diagonal and trot two loops as shown
At center, switch diagonals and continue trotting a two loop serpentine
with the appropriate diagonal change
6. After the second loop, halt and hesitate
7. Walk around the corner as shown
8. Pick up a sitting trot; pattern is complete when even with A

